Don’t Make These

Top 3 Mistakes Advisors
are Making with Social
Security Advice
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The information in this presentation is for advisor use only.
Information is provided for educational purposes only, and
although reasonable efforts were made to ensure the accuracy
of the information, no guarantees can be made.
Our Social Security recommendations are based on the current
promises of the Social Security Administration. Congress has
the right to change these promises at any time. Social Security
Solutions, Inc. is not affiliated with or endorsed by the Social
Security Administration.
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BELIEVING SS IS
SIMPLE
MISTAKE #1

H

Social Security Simple? NOT!
D Still up to 10,000 combinations of ways to claim
benefits.
D The rule changes in 2015 didn’t simplify anything
about Social Security planning.
D The quality of the advice you give matters
substantially.
D Coordination – Social Security is the foundation to
a retirement income plan adding longevity and
impacting withdrawal strategy
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A Few Reasons It’s Complicated
D Old rules VS new rules create multiple couples that
fall across groups
D Many household types create claiming complexity
D FRA is a moving target beginning in 2017
D Part-time work is more popular yet creates
additional complexity with claiming
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Old Rules + New Rules
D New rules created 3 distinct groups:
1. Born on or before May 1, 1950
2. Born on or before January 1, 1954
3. Born on or after January 2, 1954

D Client couples will often straddle across groups
creating confusion on how to apply the appropriate
rules.
D Will continue another 6 years!
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Household Types
D Married

A smart Social Security
strategy is not independent
of other variables.
For many households, there
are variables that change the
optimal strategy for
collecting benefits.

D Single
D Divorced
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D Widowed
D Minor children at retirement
D Disability before retirement
D Adult disabled children
D Multiple marriages/divorces
D Non-covered pension

It’s not enough to only be
able to give advice on the
“common” household types.

D Foreign pensions
D Still working/working part-time
D Want to retire early
D One member of couple has already started benefits
D Railroad benefits
D High net worth vs. mass affluent
DD

FRA is a Moving Target
D FRA for retirement and spousal benefits is
changing:
D Those turning 62 in 2017 have an FRA other than 66.
D FRA increases by 2 months for each birth year from
1955 through 1959.
D For those born 1960 or later, FRA is 67.

D FRA for widow’s benefits is different than FRA for
retirement and spousal benefits for some years.
D For those born Jan. 2, 1957 or later, FRA for widows is
NOT 66.
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Part-time Work
D According to a 2015 Federal Reserve study, 27% of retirees
plan to continue working as long as possible.
D Misinterpretations about the earnings test are common.
D Benefits withheld not lost forever; benefit is recalculated at
FRA.
D If income exceeds one of the 35 years used to determine the
PIA, then the PIA will increase.
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Case 2:

Part-time Work
Steve is 62 with a PIA of $2,613. He is ready to semi-retire, and his
employer offers a program where he can work part-time for a few years. He
will earn about $21,000 annually.
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Part-time Work
D Benefits are adjusted at FRA
D From FRA until death, Steve will receive about $43,000 more
in benefits from his higher monthly payment
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NOT FOCUSING ON
ADVICE QUALITY
MISTAKE #2
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It’s Advice, Not Interpretation
D Yes, SS has thousands of rules…
D But clients really don’t want to hear about rules
D Clients want real, actionable advice about what to do
D Clients want to see the trade-offs between different
ways to claim benefits
D Advisors must provide STRATEGIES – and coach
clients on how their strategy impacts their overall
retirement income plan
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Quality Advice Includes
D Showing clients/prospects the tradeoffs between
options
D Looking for ways to add value
D Using a high level of detail in planning
D Mitigating an early claim with voluntary suspension or a
re-do
D Tax torpedo implications
D Claiming with a terminal illness
D Managing less common scenarios such as minor children
and foreign pensions
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Level of Detail Required
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Case 3:

Redo Strategy
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MISSING THE
OPPORTUNITY FOR
COORDINATION
MISTAKE #3
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Coordination of

Social Security with Portfolio
D The next phase of retirement income planning
involves making assets last longer
D You can find our research in Journal of Financial
Planning and Financial Analyst Journal
D By coordinating Social Security with the portfolio
you can extend the spend-down by as long as 10
years!
D By combining coordination with tax-efficiency you
can add more years to the spend-down
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Coordination
D The next step in retirement income planning
D Refers to carefully combining an optimal Social
Security claiming strategy with a tax-efficient
withdrawal strategy to extend the life of the
portfolio.
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Does our research still apply?
What is the impact of new SS rules on portfolio longevity?
Journal of Financial Planning - 2012
How Social Security Strategy Impacts Portfolio Longevity
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How SS Strategy Adds to Portfolio Longevity
2 key lessons: SS and withdrawal strategies impact portfolio longevity
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Taxation of Social Security Benefits
For most single taxpayers, taxable portion of SS benefits is:
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Provisional Income = Adjusted Gross Income (excluding taxable
SS benefits) + tax-exempt interest + 0.5*SS benefits.
Threshold income levels for couples: $32,000 and $44,000.
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Avoiding the Torpedo –
Income Solver Example
Jake
Jane
Born Dec 2, 1951
Dec 23, 1951
PIA
$2,700$1,000
Life Exp
74
95
D Financial Portfolio: $1,000,000 in TDA and $200,000 in
taxable account (cost basis $200K)
D Spending $8,400/mo ($100,800/yr) in real terms
beginning January 2018, survivor 90%
D Inflation 1.7%, asset allocation: 60% stocks, 35% bonds,
5% cash
D Case run in August 2017. Total Value used 1.7% discount
rate.
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Primary SS Claiming Strategy
D Jane begins benefits based on her earnings record in the
estimated amount of $983 in September 2017 at age 65
and 9 months.
D Jake files a restricted application for spousal benefits
only in the estimated amount of $500 in December 2017
at his FRA or 66.
D Jake switches to benefits based on his earnings record in
the estimated amount of $3,812 in December 2021 at
age 70.
D Jane adds spousal benefits in December 2021 for a total
estimated amount of $1,426 at age 70.
D In December 2025 Jane switches to survivor benefits in
the estimated amount of $4,078.
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CW at 70
In the CW SS at 70 Strategy, Jake files for his Social Security
benefits of $3,564 (before COLA adjustments) in December
2021, while Jane files for spousal benefits in this same month and
receives half of his PIA ($1,350 before COLA adjustments).
Since they receive no Social Security benefits until age 70, they
must withdraw a little over $100,000 in 2018 and 2019 from their
taxable account to meet their spending needs. At the end of 2019,
their taxable account is essentially exhausted. They are in the 0%
tax bracket in 2018 and 2019; that is, their Adjusted Gross
Income is less than the sum of their personal exemptions plus
standard deduction. Beginning in 2020 and until Jake dies, this
couple is either in the top end of the 15% tax bracket or low end
of the 25% bracket. Shortly after Jane begins filing as a single in
2026, she is in the 28% tax bracket until the portfolio runs out.
Their financial portfolio lasts 25 years, but Jane cannot meet her
planned spending needs in her last four years.
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CW at FRA
In the CW SS at FRA Strategy, from 2018 through 2021
they receive, on average, about $50,000 in Social Security
benefits. So, they only need to withdraw about $55,000,
on average, in these years to meet their spending needs
and their tax bill. Their taxable account is exhausted by
the end of 2021. In 2018 through 2021, they file as a
couple and are in the 0% tax bracket. This couple is
generally in the low end of the 25% tax bracket until Jake
dies in 2025, after which Jane quickly moves into the
28% tax bracket and remains there until the portfolio runs
out after 2044. Their financial portfolio lasts 27 years, but
Jane cannot meet her planned spending needs in her last
two years.
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CW SS Primary
In the CW SS Primary Strategy, the story is essentially
the same as with the CW SS at 70 Strategy. The couple is
in the 0% tax bracket in 2018 and 2019. They are at the
top end of the 15% tax bracket or low end of the 25%
bracket in 2020 through 2025 while both partners are
alive, but Jane is in the 28% tax bracket from 2028 until
the portfolio runs out in 2045. The financial portfolio lasts
27 years, but it cannot meet all of Jane’s needs in her final
two years. Altogether, the primary claiming strategy
compared to the strategy of both claiming Social Security
benefits at 70 added two years of longevity to the
financial portfolio and more than $95,000 of Total Value.
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Good Strategy
D The Good Strategy uses the primary claiming strategy. In
2018-2020, it calls for CW withdrawal strategy but using
Roth conversions to top of 15% tax bracket. Beginning in
2021, it calls for withdrawing sufficient funds from TDA
to fill 15% tax bracket, but otherwise following the
conventional wisdom.
D This withdrawal strategy adds value primarily two ways.
First, it converts $184,317 from TDAs to Roths in 2018
through 2020 to fill the 15% bracket. Second, from 2026
(Jane’s first year to file as a single) until 2033,
withdrawals from the Roth allowed Jane to pay taxes on
less than 85% of Social Security benefits.
D This WD strategy adds 2 years of longevity compared to
CW SS Primary. The portfolio lasts through Jane’s
lifetime.
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Good vs CW SS Primary Strategies in
2030, a Representative Year
D In Good Strategy, Jane withdraws $27,257 from her
Roth and $46,149 from her TDA, the latter is $39,697
less than in CW SS Primary Str.
D In Good Str, Jane pays taxes on $7,379 less in Social
Security benefits and half as much in federal income
taxes compared to CW SS Primary Str.
D If Jane had to withdraw $8,328 more from TDA in
Good Strategy, it would have caused her to pay taxes on
$7,379, [85% of $8,328], more of SS benefits. The
marginal tax rate on this additional $8,328 TDA WD
would have been 46.25%.
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Summary of Example
D In summary, the choice of Social Security claiming
strategy added two years of longevity to the financial
portfolio, while the choice of withdrawal strategy
added an additional two years. Altogether,
coordinating the Social Security claiming strategy
and withdrawal strategy added four years of
longevity to the financial portfolio and almost
$200,000 in Total Value.
D The Good Strategy is not the optimal strategy. One
slightly better strategy is: 2017 Roth15%; 2022
MA10%, 2023 MA15%.
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Takeaways
D Social Security is still complicated – the new rules have made the
answers even less clear.
D Clients remain confused and may now be under a different set of rules.
D Household types add complexity: married; widowed; receive a pension
from job not covered by Social Security; children; divorced.
D Other factors add complexity: taxes, future earnings, already started,
breakeven analysis.
D Clients are looking for more retirement income and optimizing Social
Security is critical – software makes it quick and simple.
D Coordination – Social Security is the foundation to a retirement income
plan adding longevity and impacting withdrawal strategy
D The quality of your advice matters – and you can’t give quality advice
with inferior tools.
D Our software really makes all of this easy!
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Subscribe
www.SSAnalyzer.com

D Register for free trial
D Call 866-762-7526
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